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Abstract
Wireless links have intrinsic characteristics that affect
the performance of transport protocols; these include
variable bandwidth, corruption, shared links, channel
allocation delays, and asymmetry. In this paper we con-
sider the interplay between wireless links and transport
protocols, and review simulation models for cellular,
WLAN and satellite links used in transport design. We
argue that the design and evaluation of transport pro-
tocols can be improved by providing easily available
models of wireless links that strike a balance between
realism, generality, and detail.

There is an ongoing tussle between wireless link de-
sign and transport protocol design, with papers about
how wireless link designers should take into account
the dynamics of TCP, and other papers about how TCP
and other transport protocols can be designed or mod-
ified for better performance over current wireless link
technologies. In this paper we consider how appropri-
ate models for wireless links can help in this tussle, and
in the general design and evaluation of transport proto-
cols over wireless links.1

1 INTRODUCTION
Wireless links are an important part of the Internet to-
day; in the future the number of wireless or mobile
hosts is likely to exceed the number of fixed hosts in
the Internet. Internet access using wireless LANs and
cellular links is growing particularly quickly. As an ex-
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ample, in Japan over 40 million users are accessing data
services from mobile phones [55]. The main classes
of wireless links are wireless LANs, wide-area cellular
links, and satellite links. In this paper we focus on sim-
ulation models of these wireless links for unicast trans-
port protocols. We do not consider ad-hoc and sensor
wireless networks, as this is a separate modeling area
on its own.

It is well known that the presence of a wireless link
can significantly affect the performance of end-to-end
transport protocols [60]. Packet losses on wireless links
that are from corruption rather than congestion violate
the congestion control assumptions in today’s Internet
of packet loss as an indication of congestion [41]. While
many link technologies include FEC (Forward Error
Correction) and local retransmission for addressing cor-
ruption at the link layer, these mechanisms can intro-
duce their own complications [13]. A high variabil-
ity of bandwidth and delay on wireless links can re-
duce the performance of transport protocols (including
those transport protocols that consider increased delay
as an indication of congestion). Furthermore, because
cellular and satellite links have high latency, connec-
tions traversing them can be penalized by the bias of
TCP congestion control toward flows with high RTT
(Round-Trip Time) [65]. For some link technologies,
large link-level queues contribute to unnecessarily high
delay [51, 33].

There is a clear benefit of using the same protocol
stack for fixed and wireless links [40]. It enables in-
teroperability between users with an adjacent wireless
link and the rest of the Internet. Therefore, existing and
new transport protocols should be designed for good
performance over both wireless and fixed links. At the
same time, wireless links should be designed to mini-
mize negative effects on transport protocols [43].
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There is a large body of work on the evaluation and
design of transport protocols over wireless links [38,
39, 6]. However, the diverse set of models makes it
difficult to compare results from different studies. One
goal of this paper is to make it easier for researchers
unfamiliar with details of wireless links to understand
their impact on transport protocols, and to use wireless
link models in their research. We have included our
scenarios into ns-2 [61, 28] so that they are accessible
to the wider Internet community.

The assumptions made about wireless link charac-
teristics can strongly affect the evaluation of transport
protocols. As an example, let’s consider the issue of
an abrupt increase in delay triggering a spurious time-
out in TCP. Link-level error recovery was believed as
one possible source of this form of delay variation [17].
However, a measurement study of a GSM radio link in
poor radio conditions found that spurious TCP timeouts
are rare [51]. This is because the delay variation had a
pattern of moderate jitter in inter-packet arrivals rather
than sharp delay spikes. This moderate jitter results in
an inflated TCP retransmit timer, preventing spurious
timeouts while prolonging loss recovery. In contrast,
a measurement and simulation study found that han-
dovers introduce a sharper pattern of delay jitter and
can indeed trigger spurious timeouts [30]. Therefore,
when evaluating a transport protocol using simulation,
it is important to select parameters that accurately re-
flect real-world scenarios.

In modeling wireless links for transport protocols, the
researcher would like a model that is as simple as pos-
sible for the given purpose, but no simpler [26, 34].
Mechanisms such as link-level retransmissions and inter-
system mobility are complex and difficult to completely
represent in a model. The purpose of the models dis-
cussed in this paper is only to evaluate the effect of
link-level mechanisms on end-to-end transport proto-
cols and higher layers. In this case simply changing
link characteristics and introducing packet losses and
delays to traffic are often sufficient for understanding
transport protocol performance in the presence of the
modeled wireless links.

Models of wireless links are used not only for the de-
sign and evaluation of transport protocols, but also for
the consideration of new mechanisms of implicit or ex-
plicit communication between link layers and transport
protocols [19]. This is discussed in more detail later in
the paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 summarizes the wireless links considered in this
paper and our assumptions about topologies, traffic and
performance metrics used in evaluating transport proto-
cols. Section 3 shows why modeling matters when con-
sidering transport protocol performance over wireless
links. In Section 4 we discuss detailed models for cor-
ruption, delay variation, reordering, channel allocation,
bandwidth variation, and asymmetry. Section 5 ex-
amines queue management in wireless networks. Sec-
tion 6 describes effects and modeling of handovers. In
Section 7 we discuss the interplay between designing
wireless links and designing transport protocols. Sec-
tion 8 presents conclusions and plans for future work.

2 ESSENTIAL ASPECTS OF MOD-
ELS

We start this section by describing the types of wireless
links considered in the rest of the paper. For each link
type, we describe the link characteristics, and discuss
relevant topologies, traffic models, and performance met-
rics.

2.1 Types of Wireless Links
In this paper we consider the most commonly used types
of wireless links: cellular, WLAN and satellite. We do
not talk about ad-hoc or sensor wireless networks.

Cellular. Most common cellular links are provided
today by CDMA2000 and GPRS (General Packet Ra-
dio Service) systems, and in the future by UMTS (Uni-
versal Mobile Telecommunication System) [62]. The
bandwidth of such links is in the range of 0.01-1 Mbps,
with high one-way latency of 0.1-0.5 seconds. The cov-
erage radius of a single cell varies from several hundred
meters in urban areas up to 30 km in rural areas. In this
paper we use GPRS as an example of a cellular link.
A GPRS link typically has 40 kbps bandwidth and 400
ms latency in downlink and 10 kbps, 200 ms in uplink.

Because of the challenging radio propagation envi-
ronments that cellular links face, they are typically heav-
ily protected by forward error correction and link-layer
retransmissions [51]. Furthermore, due to high link
round-trip times, acquiring a channel access can cause
considerable delays. In addition to low bandwidth, bat-
tery power preservation is a major challenge for trans-
port protocols. These factors are discussed in detail in
Section 4.
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Wireless LANs. The most commonly used WLAN
today is IEEE 802.11b with rates of 2-11 Mbps [62]. In
general, WLANs have a low latency of 3-100 ms and
bandwidth in the range of 1-50 Mbps. WLAN uplink
and downlink channels are not independent as in cellu-
lar or satellite, but compete with each other for shared
bandwidth. The coverage radius of a single base station
varies from tens to hundreds of meters.

The link error control of 802.11b is tightly coupled
with the MAC mechanism. There are at most three re-
transmission attempts per data frame. Packet fragmen-
tation is supported for higher efficiency of error recov-
ery, but it is not commonly used.

Satellite. In general satellite links are characterized
by high latency in the range of 50-300 ms and band-
width of 0.01-50 Mbps. Today, satellite links are mostly
provided by a fixed GEO satellite. Such links typically
have a latency of 270 ms, downlink bandwidth of 40
Mbps, and uplink bandwidth of 1 Mbps [35]. Modern
satellite links are generally error-free except for occa-
sional fades for 1-10 seconds. A single GEO satellite
can cover an entire continent.

Another type of satellite link is provided by constel-
lations of mobile LEO satellites such as Iridium or Glob-
alstar. When a satellite moves out of coverage, the link
is handed off to another satellite. A study of TCP West-
wood [52] simulates a LEO link with 100 ms latency, 1
Mbps bandwidth, a 0.1% loss rate, a handover interval
of 4 s and a duration of 100 ms. All packets in flight
are lost during a handover.

2.2 Topologies
The performance of transport protocols can be affected
by the number and location of wireless links in the path.
Latencies and error loss rates of multiple wireless links
add up, making the life of a transport protocol more
difficult [65]. Possible topologies include a single wire-
less link located at the end or in the middle of the path,
or multiple wireless links located at each end or in the
middle.

A common scenario is that of a wireless link used
as a last-hop link to a host. It is natural that mobile
users deploy a wireless link to connect to the rest of the
Internet.

It is not uncommon for there to be a second wireless
link connecting a mobile phone to the laptop. Infrared
and Bluetooth links are used for this purpose. Except
for increased latency, such links do not typically affect

transport protocols. However, transport protocols are
affected in abnormal conditions when an infrared link
is misaligned or a Bluetooth link experiences interfer-
ence from WLAN.

When multiple wireless links are present in a path,
it is possible to have packet losses due to interference
between these links [15]. To avoid wasting wireless
bandwidth, flow control is often used between multiple
wireless links.

Currently, scenarios with wireless links at both ends
of the path are not common. This is partly due to se-
curity concerns with allowing someone to connect to
a mobile host. For applications involving two mobile
hosts, such as instant messaging, there are two trans-
port connections via a server in the fixed network.

In the future, telephone calls will be implemented us-
ing VoIP. Then, a scenario with two wireless links at
both ends will be more common. For VoIP a resource
reservation is often made to emulate a circuit-switched
link, with UDP used as the transport protocol. How-
ever, there has been some interest in the design of trans-
port protocols for those VoIP calls that are carried as
best-effort traffic over the public Internet [44, 25], and
for this, a topology model with a wireless link at each
end could be of interest.

Satellite links are mostly used as an ISP link to re-
mote areas such as Hawaii. VSAT satellite links are
also used in Africa and elsewhere to connect directly
to the U.S. or Europe [53]. Satellite links can be also
used for home access, with bandwidth scaled down by
ten compared to the ISP case, and with lower levels of
statistical multiplexing. When multiple satellite links
are present in a path, for example due to inter-satellite
forwarding in a constellation, they can generally be rep-
resented as a single link because inter-satellite links are
seldom congested [35].

WLAN links are almost always used as a last-hop
wireless link. Occasionally, a WLAN is used as a point-
to-point link to connect two LANs. From a perfor-
mance viewpoint, it generally doesn’t matter whether
users connect to the WLAN directly, or through a LAN
[14]. However, in some cases, such as exploring com-
munication between the transport and link layers, it can
matter whether the model has a user directed attached
to the WLAN, or has a LAN between the user and the
WLAN.
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2.3 Wireless Traffic
A traffic model can have significant effects on simu-
lation results. In particular, drawing conclusions on
performance from one-way bulk TCP transfers is of-
ten inadequate [65]. Optimizations that enhance TCP
performance in one direction can fail for popular bi-
directional applications such as web browsing, or when
multiple wireless links are present in the path.

Although wireless links are used for generic Internet
access, the traffic mix carried over them may not be
the same as on fixed links. For example, due to the low
speed and high cost of cellular links, users are not likely
to run certain types of applications such as peer-to-peer
file sharing. Typically, mobile users transfer more data
downlink than uplink. Thus, a common assumption is
that the receiver is adjacent to the wireless link.

Cellular users may mostly be visiting servers specif-
ically set up for mobile services. Such servers can use
custom applications such as Wireless Application Pro-
tocol (WAP) that are uncommon in the wired Inter-
net. WAP traffic differs considerably from HTTP traf-
fic [59]. A wireless traffic model has been developed
for choosing among proposals of cellular technologies [1,
Section B.1.2.2].

Cellular links can be used for special-purpose data
communications such as machine-to-machine control
interface. According to the ETSI (European Telecom-
munications Standards Institute) ad-hoc evaluation guide-
lines for GPRS, traffic models have been implemented
for the generation of E-mail (FUNET), fleet manage-
ment (Mobitex) and railway (Railway) traffic [11].

In general, there has been insufficient measurements
of cellular data traffic. This is due to user privacy con-
cerns and the high cost of performing measurements.
Because modern cellular links resemble to a large ex-
tent a modem dial-up link, measurement studies of such
links [49] are sometimes used as an estimate for cellu-
lar link traffic.

The traffic mix on a WLAN link is similar to that of
a typical LAN, but with fewer large flows due to the
lower bandwidth. Traffic on a satellite link resembles
traffic of other ISP links, perhaps with less interactive
traffic due to the high latency of the link.

2.4 Performance Metrics
When evaluating transport protocols over wireless links,
we first look at the usual metrics for evaluating perfor-

mance. These include throughput, delay, fairness and
dynamics [23].

There are a number of metrics that are of particular
importance for wireless links. One important metric is
goodput, defined as the fraction of useful data from all
data delivered. For users with power limitations, the
goodput affects the energy efficiency of the transport
protocol in using the battery power of the mobile ter-
minal. High goodput also means an efficient use of the
radio spectrum and minimal interference to other users.
Last but not least, mobile users are often charged based
on the amount of data they send over a wireless link.

3 ON THE NEED FOR BETTER MOD-
ELS

In this section we consider the need for better models
in evaluating transport protocol performance over wire-
less links, and discuss the ways that the choice of the
models can critically affect the results of the research.

One problem is the use of models that are not realis-
tic. The use of unrealistic models includes the follow-
ing:

� Running TCP over a wireless link with 40% packet
loss rate due to errors [60]. This scenario appears
impractical because most existing wireless links
use local error recovery. Section 4.1 discusses
models for packet corruption in wireless links.

� Evaluating Active Queue Management for wire-
less links by focusing on the start-up behavior of
TFRC [20, 7]. This is an impractical scenario be-
cause TFRC is designed for long-lived flows such
as streaming media, and therefore is not likely to
be dominated by its slow-start behavior. Section 2.3
briefly discussed traffic scenarios for wireless links.

� Distinguishing corruption losses from congestion
losses by making tight assumptions about inter-
packet delays [8]. Heuristics based on simula-
tion scenarios with perfectly-spaced packet inter-
arrival times do not necessarily transfer well to the
high variability of the real world.

� Modeling the TCP retransmission timer as a con-
stant [17]. This study argues that spurious time-
outs due to link layer retransmissions is a severe
problem but does not properly account for infla-
tion of the transmit timer due to delay jitter.
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Figure 1: TCP over WLAN using a duplex link of 1 Mbps (left), 0.65 Mbps (middle) and a detailed WLAN
model at 1 Mbps (right).
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Figure 2: Two reverse TCPs over a 0.65 Mbps duplex link (left), a model of 802.3 at 1 Mbps (middle) and a
detailed WLAN model at 1 Mbps (right).

� Using older deprecated TCP versions. Although
vast majority of TCPs in the Internet use either
SACK or NewReno for loss recovery, many sim-
ulation studies still use Reno [65] or even Tahoe
TCP [37].

� Modeling WLAN as a duplex link [36, 47, 8].
While in some cases this might be appropriate,
there are also scenarios with bi-directional data
where modeling WLAN as a duplex link could
give misleading results.

As an example of the problems of modeling WLAN
as a duplex link, Figure 1 compares a single, long-lived
TCP connection over a duplex link and over a complex
WLAN model. In all simulations we use SACK TCP
without delayed acknowledgments. For this scenario,
the bandwidth achieved by the flow in the WLAN sce-
nario of 1 Mbps roughly equals the bandwidth achieved
in a duplex scenario with 0.65 Mbps links. It is a well-
known fact that quoted link-layer speed typically corre-
spond to 50-80% throughput at the transport layer. As
the left graph shows, modeling a WLAN link with a
duplex link of the same rate produces overly optimistic
throughput. However, when a duplex link of 65% of
WLAN link-rate is used, both models produce simi-

lar throughput. In a complex WLAN model the packet
transmission times are variable, while they are constant
over a duplex link. In many cases it is feasible to omit
this detail.

Figure 2 compares two single, long-lived TCP con-
nections in reverse directions over a duplex link, an
Ethernet model, and over a complex WLAN model. As
expected, using a duplex link in this case produces a
higher throughput than using a complex WLAN model.
Currently in ns-2 an Ethernet link is much easier to
use than a complex WLAN model. Using an Ethernet
model of a shared link of the same link-rate as a com-
plex WLAN model gives more conservative results.

A second problem occurs when the models are real-
istic, but explore only a small corner of the parameter
space. Examples include the following:

� Evaluating Active Queue Management (AQM) for
wireless links using a single flow [20, 57]. While
it is true that in wireless networks the level of
statistical multiplexing is often lower than in the
rest of the Internet, AQM proposals should also
be evaluated with a richer traffic mix than a single
flow.

� Assuming that the wireless link is the only bottle-
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neck and not trying the opposite case [57]. Even
if this assumption may hold in most cases, there
are certainly cases where the congestion will be
elsewhere in the network. A mechanism designed
based on assumptions of the wireless link as the
only bottleneck could show severe misbehavior
in other environments, possibly causing persistent
congestion.

A third problem is of models that are overly realistic,
in that they focus on the transient implementation flaws
of real world systems, and ignore the inherent underly-
ing dynamics:

� Taking a bad implementation of GPRS buffering
as a fundamental characteristic [12] . While sim-
ulation models should stay close to the real world,
sometimes we want them to behave differently.
It is because we know that something in the real
world is faulty, but is difficult to fix. One such
example is gigantic buffers in cellular networks.

A fourth problem with the use of models is a lack of
reproducibility, when the researcher does not make the
model specifications easily available.

� Not giving enough detail (e.g. using 5% loss rate
but not saying if it applies in both directions) [8].
Lack of detail in model specification and parame-
ters make it difficult to other researchers to under-
stand and reproduce the results.

4 MODELING LINK CHARACTER-
ISTICS

In this section we discuss specific characteristics of wire-
less links, including error losses, delay and bandwidth
variation, packet reordering, on-demand resource al-
location, and asymmetry. For each characteristic, we
discuss its effect on transport protocols, and consider-
ations for modeling. We draw upon the considerable
body of knowledge in this area, including the work in
the IETF to document the effects of link characteristics
on transport protocols [40, 4].

4.1 Error Losses and Corruption
Effect on transport protocols: The negative effect of
non-congestion-related losses on transport protocols is
well-known; packet losses due to errors can incorrectly
reduce the sending rates of transport protocols [6]. For

reliable transport protocols such as TCP, bursty losses
can also trigger lengthy retransmission timeouts. On
the other hand, bursty losses sometimes allow for higher
throughput than an equivalent number of non-bursty
losses, because a burst of losses is treated as a single
congestion event by TCP.

Presence in current and future wireless links: Er-
ror losses are not a main concern for modern wireless
links because of widespread use of FEC and link layer
retransmissions. However, current link layers perform
only a limited number of retransmission attempts (typ-
ically three) per data block. Therefore, in very poor
radio conditions, error losses are still possible. For ex-
ample, a measurement study of 802.11 WLAN reports
packet losses under poor radio conditions [54]. Mobil-
ity is a more common source of error losses in wire-
less networks. Handovers between base stations of the
same network or between different networks both cause
packet losses [58, 33].

How to model: Error losses can be modeled by drop-
ping packets according to a per-packet, per-bit or time-
based loss probability. Several studies [19, 8] model
error losses using a uniform per-packet error loss prob-
ability from 0 to 1. To reflect the bursty nature of wire-
less errors, a Gilbert model with erroneous and error-
free states is typically used. More complex approaches
can model non-stationary distributions of errors and de-
lays [46, 45]. An important modeling issue is whether
losses occur independently in both directions or, which
is more realistic, in a correlated way [65].

If losses are due to data corruption on the link, then
the error module should be placed at the end of the
link to reflect the use of bandwidth by dropped packets.
However, if losses are due to handovers, drops should
occur before the link, because such packets do not use
link bandwidth.

4.2 Delay Variation
Effect on transport protocols: A sudden increase in
the link delay (a delay spike) can have a negative im-
pact on transport protocols. Transport protocols use
timers for loss recovery (TCP) and for congestion con-
trol (TCP, TFRC) that are set according to the path
RTT. Abrupt delay spikes can trigger spurious time-
outs that cause unnecessary retransmissions and false
congestion control [50]. Persistent delay variation can
inflate the retransmission timeout, increasing the wait
before a dropped packet is recovered.
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Figure 3: Simulated effect of ARQ (left) and handover delays (right) on TCP. Interval and duration of delays
are Exp(0.3) for ARQ and Exp(3) for handovers.

Some experimental delay-based congestion control
mechanisms use end-to-end delay to control the trans-
mission rate of the sender. These include TCP Ve-
gas [10], Fast TCP, TCP Westwood [52], and to some
extent TFRC [24]. Delay-based congestion control mech-
anisms assume that an increase in the end-to-end de-
lay indicates packet queuing and growing congestion in
the network. When delay variation occurs for reasons
other than queuing delay, delay-based congestion con-
trol mechanisms can unnecessarily reduce the sending
rate.

In many cases delay variation in wireless links does
indicate congestion, for example, when the link layer
retransmits lost data. However, there are cases when
packets are delivered in a burst after a delay ends (due
to the head-of-line blocking) and there is no conges-
tion.

Rate-based protocols can perform badly in the pres-
ence of abrupt delay variation, compared to window-
based protocols, when the increased delay is not due to
increased propagation delay. For window-based pro-
tocols, the sending rate is limited by ACK-clocking.
Rate-based protocols keep the same sending rate after
a change in the round-trip time, possibly creating un-
necessary congestion.

Presence in current and future wireless links: De-
lay spikes in wireless links can occur due to link-layer
error recovery, handovers, or scheduling [30]. Error
recovery in local area links typically introduces delay
jitter without sharp spikes. An exception can be a sud-
den change in radio conditions, such as entering a tun-

nel. Handovers cause delay spikes of up to several sec-
onds and occur once per minute when driving in an ur-
ban area [33]. Scheduling can cause delay spikes, for
example, when circuit-switched calls take away radio
channels. Also, there are radio schedulers that give
the channel to the user with the currently-best radio
conditions [13]. Section 7.4 discusses some of the ap-
proaches for reducing the delay variation introduced by
wireless technologies. Delay variation can occur only
in one direction, for instance if a path is asymmetric,
but we expect both directions to be affected in most
cases.

Different patterns of delay variation affect transport
behavior in different ways. The left graph of Figure 3
shows a TCP connection that has no problem with the
delay jitter due to link retransmissions (except for long
loss recovery due to an inflated retransmit timer). In
contrast, the right graph of Figure 3 shows a TCP con-
nection with poor performance due to the spurious time-
outs caused by a more bursty delay variation.

How to model: Delay spikes can be modeled by
blocking the data transmission on a simulated link [32].
Delay variation due to handovers in a cellular network
can have the interval of 40-400 seconds with duration
of 3-15 seconds [33]. There is no sufficient measure-
ment available of delay jitter introduced by link retrans-
missions. An exponential distribution of delays of up to
one second occurring in bursts appears as a reasonable
approach.
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Figure 4: Measured one-way latency of a GPRS link at 0.5 s (left) and 5 s (right) interval.
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Figure 5: Simulated one-way latency of a GPRS link at 0.5 s (left) and 5 s (right) interval.

4.3 Packet Reordering
Wireless links can introduce packet reordering during
link-level error recovery. Out-of-order delivery is shown
to be beneficial for real-time applications by decreas-
ing delay, especially in case of multiple wireless links
in the path [65].

Effect on transport protocols: Significant packet
reordering can incorrectly trigger packet retransmissions
and congestion control responses for TCP and related
transport protocols [50].

Presence in current and future wireless links: To
our knowledge, WLAN links do not introduce reorder-
ing. Cellular links include an option for out-of-order
delivery. Allowing reordering is attractive on satel-
lite links with a high bandwidth-delay product, because
it reduces the per-packet delay for other traffic on the
link. However, reordering is not widely enabled in prac-
tice to our knowledge. Out-of-order transmission may
be particularly useful for unreliable real-time traffic; re-
liable traffic is more tolerant of delay and can survive
the head-of-line blocking problem caused by in-order
delivery.

How to model: 1) By artificially reordering packets
according to a packet counter. 2) Delaying one packet
for a given time, and letting other packets pass it.

Because current wireless links generally do not allow
reordering, there is no measurement data to guide mod-
eling of reordering in wireless links. A study of han-
dover mechanisms [37] shows reordering of 20 packets
passing over 15 outstanding packets.

4.4 On-Demand Resource Allocation
Wireless links often allocate channels based on the avail-
ability of user traffic. For example, in GPRS a radio

channel is allocated when data arrives toward the user,
and released when the queue size falls below a certain
threshold [62, 33].

Effect on transport protocols: On-demand resource
allocation causes delay variation that depends on traf-
fic patterns. The effects of delay variation on trans-
port protocols have been discussed in a previous sec-
tion. In addition, the increased delay due to on-demand
resource allocation translates to increased delay to the
user.

Presence in current and future wireless links: GPRS
includes a 200 ms delay to allocate a channel for the
uplink and 80 ms delay for the downlink. For WLAN
and satellite links, a new data burst triggers MAC con-
tention. However, subsequent data can often be trans-
mitted without delay, due to the capture effect.

Figure 4 shows measurements of uplink and down-
link delay jitter for a GPRS link [2]. The left graph
shows pings sent at 0.5 second intervals. The uplink de-
lay is highly variable, because while some packets trig-
ger a channel allocation, other packets get a “free ride”
on an existing channel. In the downlink, the channel is
kept allocated all the time, thus there is no variability
for the downlink delay. The right graph shows pings
sent at 5 seconds intervals. The uplink delay is higher
than for 0.5 second pings, but is less variable because
every packet triggers a channel allocation. The down-
link delay is higher with 5 second pings for the same
reason.

How to model: On-demand channel allocation can
be modeled by introducing an additional delay when a
packet arrives to a queue that has been empty for the
hold time. The delay value represents the channel allo-
cation delay, and the hold time represents the duration
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of channel holding after transmitting a data packet. De-
tailed simulations of channel allocation in GPRS can
found in [63].

Figure 5 shows a simulation of channel allocation for
a GPRS link. The model uses a uniform distribution
for channel allocation delay separately for the uplink
and downlink. Although the simulation results are not
exactly the same as the measurements in Figure 4, they
are reasonably close. Evaluating a transport protocol
with this model should produce more relevant results
than with a link having a constant delay.

One proposed mechanism for channel allocation in
WLANs is to allocate a channel for reverse traffic im-
mediately after a packet is transmitted in the forward
direction [64]. The purpose would be to avoid colli-
sions of TCP ACKs with data packets. In the simu-
lations used to evaluate this proposal, there is an as-
sumption that there will always be a packet available
for transmission in reverse direction. This may not be
a valid assumption, because of delayed ACKs and of
possible time delays between a TCP receiving a data
packet and generating an ACK.

4.5 Bandwidth Variation
Periodic bandwidth variation or bandwidth oscillation
in wireless links occurs when a wireless scheduler as-
signs a high speed channel to a user for a limited time [66].

Effect on transport protocols: When the link band-
width decreases abruptly, spurious timeouts can be trig-
gered in TCP due to increased inter-packet delay. Peri-
ods of low link bandwidth can also result in congestion,
while periods of high bandwidth could result in under-
utilization of that link.

Presence in current and future wireless links: Band-
width oscillation can occur in CDMA2000 and UMTS
(with High Speed Downlink Packet Access) links for
certain configurations, possibly only theoretical [66]. It
is an open question to what extent transport protocols
can be designed to optimize performance in the pres-
ence of bandwidth oscillation, and to what extent wire-
less link-level mechanisms for bandwidth variation can
be designed to take into account the transport protocols
that will run over those links [40].

How to model: Bandwidth oscillation can be mod-
eled by changing the bandwidth of a link. A study of
CDMA2000 [66] uses periods of high and low band-
width of 0.02-20 seconds with bandwidth changing be-
tween 163 and 9.6 kbps. Another study models band-

width variation using a sine pattern [18]. In practice
bandwidth variation is likely to be limited.

Packet reordering can occur when the link bandwidth
changes, due to packets sent after the increase in link
bandwidth arriving before packets transmitted earlier
over the low bandwidth link. Algorithms have been
proposed to prevent packet reordering resulting from
bandwidth oscillation [13, 31].

4.6 Asymmetry in Bandwidth and La-
tency

In wireless links, bandwidth and latency are often dif-
ferent in the uplink and downlink directions.

Effect on transport protocols: Asymmetric band-
width can cause congestion for TCP ACKs [5], with the
bandwidth available for ACK packets limiting through-
put in the forward direction.

Presence in current and future wireless links: Cel-
lular links have moderate bandwidth asymmetry, with
factors of 2 to 5. The downlink latency can be twice
that of the uplink [33]. There is no asymmetry in WLAN
links. Satellite links are often significantly asymmetric
in bandwidth and moderately asymmetric in latency, if
a terrestrial link is used as a reverse path.

How to model: Asymmetric bandwidth and latency
can be easily modeled in simulations by configuring
the uplink and downlink with different parameters for
bandwidth and latency. A study of transport over satel-
lite links uses a downlink bandwidth that is 10-100 times
higher than the uplink bandwidth [35].

4.7 Summary
Table 4.7 gives a summary of link characteristics for
cellular, satellite and WLANs links.

Characteristic Cellular Satellite WLAN
Error Losses handovers BER BER
Delay Variation large small small
Reordering no no no
Band. on Demand yes yes yes
Bandwidth Var. yes no no
Band. Asymmetry small large no
Delay Asymmetry small small no

Table 1: Summary of wireless link characteristics.
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5 QUEUE MANAGEMENT
Effect on transport protocols: Queue management
has a strong impact on performance [22] by accom-
modating bursty traffic while controlling queuing de-
lay. For buffers with Drop-Tail queue management, the
buffer size affects the performance of transport proto-
cols. An overly large buffer causes high queuing delay
and poor loss recovery due to long retransmission time-
outs. An overly small buffer can result in low link uti-
lization. Regardless of the buffer size, Drop-Tail queue
management can result in bursts of packet drops, with
multiple packet drops from a single traffic burst. In the
extreme case, these bursts of packet drops can trigger
retransmission timeouts in TCP. For buffers with Ac-
tive Queue Management (AQM) mechanisms, the de-
tails of the AQM mechanism affect the loss rate and
delay seen by transport protocols.

Presence in current and future wireless links: Buffer-
ing in wireless networks can be complex, with several
layers of buffers and flow control between them. Of-
ten the link buffers at least the link’s bandwidth-delay
product worth of data to use for local error recovery
with retransmissions. Data can also be buffered for
compression, fragmentation and reassembly.

Cellular wireless links often have per-user buffering;
flows going to a single mobile terminal share a single
buffer. The level of statistical multiplexing for such
links can be low, because low bandwidth limits the num-
ber of concurrent flows that a user can have with tolera-
ble performance. Overbuffering is common for cellular
links [51, 33].

When the level of statistical multiplexing is low and
the buffer size is small, existing AQM algorithms may
not perform sufficiently well. New AQM algorithms
have been proposed specifically for cellular links [57,
20]. The main problem in such scenarios is preventing
the slow start overshoot of TCP connections [29]. The
overshoot happens because TCP detects congestion up
to one RTT after the first packet drop. The TCP’s send-
ing rate at this point can exceed twice the available
bandwidth of the path, generating many packet drops.

RED is designed to allow bursts of packets to go
through the queue. However, at least with a default
set of parameters, RED does not prevent the slow start
overshoot. However, in simulations where the queue is
not empty when a TCP connection is started, RED can
perform well. Furthermore, the addition of ECN can
improve performance [56].

How to model: Using a drop-tail buffer with a con-
figurable maximum size in packets is a plausible ap-
proach to model current cellular and WLAN links. For
modeling satellite or future cellular and WLAN links,
using RED may be more appropriate. Simulations of
satellite and WLAN links should create a moderate level
of statistical multiplexing in the buffer.

6 EFFECTS OF MOBILITY
Mobility is an intrinsic property for most wireless links.
Mobility presents a major challenge to transport proto-
cols through the packet losses and delay introduced by
handovers. Modeling the effects of mobility implies the
use of mobility models [42] (linear, ping-pong), models
of network architecture (coverage of individual cells),
and network mobility protocols [37] (Mobile IP).

Intersystem handovers are especially challenging for
transport protocols. In addition to delays and losses,
they can also cause a significant change in link band-
width and latency. Heterogeneous wireless networks
often form an overlay structure where a faster network
has smaller coverage and is contained in a larger net-
work with lower bandwidth [58]. A intersystem han-
dover is also called vertical because the user changes
between a lower and a higher overlay. An abrupt change
of link characteristics makes it difficult for end-to-end
congestion control to adapt promptly to such changes.

Effect on transport protocols: A sudden change in
link characteristics affects end-to-end congestion con-
trol in transport protocols [31]. In particular, slowly-
responsive congestion control, such as TFRC, can re-
quire considerable time to adapt to changes. In a sim-
ulation in the upper right graph in Figure 6, a TFRC
flow underutilizes a fast link (WLAN) after a handover
from a slow link (GPRS). However, when this exper-
iment is made in real networks, TFRC is able to in-
crease the rate much faster. The reason for this mis-
match between simulation and measurement is in part
due to differences between the experimental and sim-
ulation TFRC implementations, and in part due to the
inevitable effects of small changes on transport proto-
col performance, as described below.

A modest change in the parameters of a simulation
or experiment often results in a large change in per-
formance. The simulations in the lower left of Figure 6
differ from those in the upper right only in having larger
and probably more realistic buffer sizes. In the lower
left, the flow does not have any losses until the 51st sec-
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Figure 6: A TFRC flow underutilizes a WLAN link after handover form a GPRS link. Handover occurs
at 30th second. Measurements (upper left); Simulations with small buffers (upper right); Simulations with
larger buffers (lower left); Simulations with larger buffers and three receiver reports per RTT (lower right).

ond, and thus is in slow start when the handover occurs
at time 30. We believe the same scenario occurs in the
experiment in the upper left graph, because the large
buffers are more realistic, and there are no losses in
this experiment. For the simulation in the upper right
graph, losses occur at 7 and 10 seconds, kicking the
TFRC sender out of slow-start. If the TFRC flow is in
slow-start when the handover occurs, this should allow
it to increase its sending rate much faster.

As another example of ways that seemingly-small
changes in simulation scenarios can have dramatic changes
in performance, the simulation in the lower right dif-
fers from that in the lower left only in using three re-
ceiver reports per round-trip time, instead of the default
of one. With the higher feedback frequency, the sender
receives more up-to-date information about the receive
rate, and as a result increases its sending rate faster

than the sender in the lower left. (The TFRC sender
is limited to sending at most twice as fast as the receive
rate reported by the receiver.) The faster increase in
the sending rate generates losses earlier in this simula-
tion, at time 11-16 seconds, and the sender has to slow
down. In addition, there are multiple packet drops over
a number of round-trip times, resulting in a persistent
history of congestion for the sender to maintain. This
significantly slows down the sender’s rate increase after
the handover to the fast WLAN link at time 30.

Presence in current and future wireless links: No
existing or emerging wireless access technology pro-
vides the best available coverage, bandwidth and cost.
Therefore, vertical handovers appear to be a fundamen-
tal property of future wireless networks. The amount of
effort invested in making transport protocols perform
well in the presence of vertical handovers is likely to
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depend on the frequency of their occurrence. It is un-
clear if scenarios with frequent vertical handovers will
be common in the future. One possible scenario could
be with Infostations [27], where high-speed connectiv-
ity is provided in small coverage areas e.g. on a high-
way.

How to model: If the researcher is interested in de-
tails of a vertical handover implementation, then the
underlying mechanisms would have to be adequately
modeled. The topology should include the new and old
link, home and foreign agents and Mobile IP registra-
tion messages. However, if the researcher is interested
only in effect of vertical handovers on transport proto-
cols, simply changing the link characteristics is suffi-
cient. The link bandwidth, latency and buffer size can
be instantly changed in ns-2.

When the buffer size is changed, the default ns-2 be-
havior is not to discard packets above the new limit.
This models a situation when data is transfered from
the old to the new link so that no losses occur. An al-
ternate behavior available in ns-2 is for the router to
discard excess packets when the buffer size is reduced.
This models a situation when a buffer on the new link
is not sufficient to accommodate all data from the old
link.

7 CHANGING WIRELESS LINKS OR
TRANSPORT PROTOCOLS?

It is important that designers of the future wireless net-
works and transport protocols take each other’s con-
cerns into consideration. It is not necessarily that wire-
less characteristics come first as a given and transport
protocols have to adapt to wireless characteristics, or
vice versa. There is an interplay between the two.

In some cases, wireless link level technologies have
been designed to take into account the performance re-
quirements of the current TCP standard, such as TCP’s
poor performance in the case of corrupted packets or
of significant reordering. In other cases, the discus-
sion has been more about the adaptation of transport
protocols to the needs of wireless links. In this pa-
per we are not arguing that transport protocols should
necessarily be modified to adapt to wireless technolo-
gies, or that instead wireless technologies should be
designed to meet the expectations of current transport
protocols. Instead, we trying to consider the models
that researchers can use in investigating these questions

and others about transport protocol performance over
wireless links.

Sometimes it is the case for wireless links that their
characteristics are fundamental and unadjustable. For
example, the high latency of a satellite link is due to the
limited speed of light. In contrast, the high latency of
terrestrial wireless links is not fundamental, but could
often be reduced by changing their design. Such design
choices can be explored for the good performance of
Internet transport protocols.

Similarly, while some characteristics of transport pro-
tocols are fundamental, other characteristics, such as
the poor performance in the presence of reordering, are
not fundamental, but could be improved in new trans-
port protocols, or in modified versions of the current
ones.

Adding to the complications of understanding the in-
teractions between transport protocols and wireless tech-
nologies is the reality of the current deployment of wire-
less link technologies and of transport protocols. Wire-
less specifications are complex and often implemented
in hardware, making changes difficult. Similarly, trans-
port protocols are often deployed on a large number of
hosts, and future modifications of transport protocols
are often limited by backward compatibility. Models
are needed to support researchers trying to understand
the performance issues of currently-deployed transport
protocols over currently-deployed wireless technologies,
as well as to support researchers designing new tech-
nologies for the future.

Below we discuss several issues where there is not a
straightforward answer of transport protocols adapting
to the characteristics of link-level technologies, or vice-
versa, but instead a more complex interplay between
transport protocols and link-level technologies.

7.1 Bit Errors on Wireless Links.
Because current transport protocols (e.g., TCP) perform
poorly over links with bit errors, the recommended ap-
proach [3, 16, 43] has been for link layers to incorpo-
rate link-level mechanisms such as FEC or link-level
retransmission to deal with corrupted packets. How-
ever, there are two complications with this approach.

(1) Sometimes corrupted packets cannot be repaired
at the link-level in a timely fashion. If the link level
abandons its attempts at link-level retransmissions, TCP
and related transport protocols (SCTP, DCCP) take the
loss as an indication of congestion. If mechanisms were
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available for explicit corruption notification from the
link layer to the transport end nodes, transport proto-
cols could correctly interpret the loss as corruption in-
stead of congestion, and respond appropriately [48].

If the link level is overly-persistent in retransmission
attempts, then the TCP sender might already have in-
voked a retransmission timeout and retransmitted the
packet. Similarly, real-time connections with playback
times might no longer be interested in the retransmitted
packet if it arrives after a long delay from many link-
level retransmissions.

(2) Some applications such as streaming audio can
tolerate a small level of bit errors in the data payload,
and would prefer to receive packets with corrupted pay-
loads rather than have them dropped in the network.
For example, the development of transport protocols
tolerant of occasional bit errors in the data payload (e.g.,
using partial checksums, as in the proposal for UDP-
Lite) could enable the development of link-level tech-
nologies for IP traffic where different tradeoffs are made
for different flows about responding to bit errors in the
payload.

7.2 Reordering
Because TCP performs poorly over paths with signif-
icant reordering, the recommended approach [43] has
been for routers and link layers to avoid introducing re-
ordering between packets in a flow as much as possible.
However, sometimes packets are reordered in the net-
work in spite of the goal of not introducing reordering.
There are several possible responses to the reordering
that currently exists: to do nothing; to modify transport
protocols to be more robust to reordering [9]; and/or to
correct the sources of reordering in the network.

Because it is possible to make current transport pro-
tocols considerably more robust to reordering, the ques-
tion then arises of whether this could enable future de-
velopments in routing, router technologies, or link-level
protocols. For example, if the transport protocol was
robust to reordering, wireless links could use link-level
retransmissions or FEC mechanisms that minimized de-
lay by introducing reordering between packets of a flow.

7.3 Delay Variation
The past approach to delay variation has been to under-
stand the ways that transport protocols respond poorly
to delay variation, and to propose changes to transport
protocols to make performance more robust. While

there are some environments where delay variation is
fundamental [21], it is also feasible to design link lay-
ers in ways that limit the delay variation seen by trans-
port protocols. For example, many current link layers
perform only a small number of retransmissions for a
corrupted packet, to prevent a large delay spike. Im-
proved handover mechanisms are being designed that
reduce the delay spikes due to handovers. Similarly,
existing radio schedulers could be configured to keep
delay variation within reasonable bounds. Thus, while
it can be useful to make transport protocols more robust
to delay variation [32], there is also much that is being
done to reduce the delay variation introduced by link
level technologies.

7.4 Communication between link lay-
ers and transport end-nodes?

Our experience is that wireless links are capable of adapt-
ing their characteristics so that transport protocols per-
form well. However, currently link layers have limited
information on the transport capabilities of flows.

Cross-layer communication could be helpful for fu-
ture generations of transport protocols and wireless links.
For example, if a transport protocol could inform the
link layer that it was tolerant to packet reordering, the
link layer could avoid the unnecessary overhead of or-
dered packet delivery. Using IP options or a Diffserv
Codepoint in the IP header seem to be the most feasi-
ble ways to implement such approaches. (It would be
a poor design for the router to access headers above IP,
and changing the format of the IPv4 or IPv6 header is
not realistic.)

Cross-layer communication would also be investigated
for transport protocols to inform link layers of the de-
gree of delay-tolerance, or of a willingness to receive
packets with bit errors in the data payload. Similarly,
cross-layer communication can also be investigated for
link-layers to inform transport end-nodes of bandwidth
or delay changes from hand-overs, or of link-up condi-
tions of links recovering from an outage.

8 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we presented important aspects of mod-
eling wireless links for the evaluation of transport pro-
tocols. For delay variation, bandwidth on demand and
vertical handovers we compared simulation models with
measurement results. As an accompaniment to this pa-
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per, we have included a suite of simulation scenarios
in ns-2 that could help in evaluating transport protocol
performance over wireless links [28].

Future work is likely to include further investigation
of the benefits and costs of explicit communication be-
tween link layers and transport protocols. An addi-
tional topic for further work is that of the effect of link
layer mechanisms on protocols and applications above
the link layer.

We note that wireless links are not the only links that
can have unexpected interactions with transport proto-
cols and higher layers. On Ethernet traffic in one direc-
tion can temporarily block traffic for the other direc-
tion because of the capture effect. (This of course does
not apply to those “Ethernet” implementations that are
point-to-point, with full-duplex links and a switch.) We
plan to also explore simulation scenarios for evaluating
transport protocol performance over Ethernet.
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